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Abstract 

Solar energy exploitationSolar Technologies Sunlight into electrical energy through condensing mirrors changes. This energy 

is used to produce electricity or Batteries or can be used Can be stored in thermal storage. sun Energy in thermal storage can 

save solar power Air pollution during operation or Does not produce greenhouse gases. Solar Energy System Applications, 

Solar Energy in Taiwan Analysing challenges arising in applications and Briefly, Weighted Production Method (WPM) for 

the development of an evaluation decision-making system framework Basically collecting indicator variable sets. This paper 

is a weighted product for solving the routing decision problem Model (WPM) is used. Every Dynamically assign weights to 

criteria This proposed scheme Considers the relevant valuation method for Solar Energy Exploitation 1, Solar Energy 

Exploitation 2, Solar Energy Exploitation 3, Solar Energy Exploitation 4, Solar Energy Exploitation 5 is Alternative value. 

permeation characteristics, geometrical properties, climatological characteristics, systems characteristics and Evaluation 

parameters in Solar Energy Exploitation 5 is got the first rank whereas is the Solar Energy Exploitation 3 the Lowest Rankin 

this paper Solar Energy Exploitation in Solar Energy Exploitation 5 is got the first rank whereas is the Solar Energy 

Exploitation 3 the Lowest rank 

Keywords: Solar Energy, Exploitation, WPM method 

 

Introduction 
Solar technologies are photovoltaic (PV) panels or solar technologies are photovoltaic (PV) panels or converts light into 

electrical energy. Energy Technologies and Power Generation Air pollution or greenness when stations operate Air pollution 

or greenness when stations operate Use is environmentally positive, indirect When solar energy transforms when it causes an 

effect or have major effects on the environment Reduces use of other energy sources. Only a minute amount of aluminium is 

released into the soil from the solar system, and it has no negative impact on the Earth. Although solar systems are safe 

around crops, they are a great way to prevent soil erosion while making better use of overworked fields. CD Te solar panels 

are Fresh, thin film Solar panels consist of CIS/CIGS and copper and/or selenium can be dangerous due to Weighted Product 

Model (WPM) is a simple and popular technique for solving multicriteria decision analysis (MCDA) problems. It basically 

multiplies the values of all the attributes to get a score. The higher, the better Calculate the weighted product, where we 

multiply the value of each attribute in each column row-wise. High quality is provided for heavy product value. He is defined 

as a weighted sum. Where X is the response variable and W is the weighting variable where the response variable and the 

weighting variables same number for this command Contains observations and no weights normalized. 

 
Solar Energy Exploitation 

Solar energy exploitation has been explored to aid in the Reverse osmosis (RO) desalinates seawater Function of plants. A 

hybrid solar Designed to provide assistance steam bicycle stem paintings required to power the RO plant excessive stress 

pump. Two issues are analysed. The layout hassle lies in determining the most useful plant characteristics for specific 

potential levels and membrane volumes for distinct websites and sun system length. Operational factors of already 

established solar-assisted desalination flora had been additionally studied on the subject of plant performance and nearby 

climatic peculiarities [1]. Solar electricity and, at the same time, an aerobic environment leading to introduction. Coming up 

next Dioxygen is powerful antioxidant that lets in for a greater green alternate of nutrients with power. In latest years, 

enormous development of photosynthetic water splitting of the functional and structural employer Made in information 

during intensive research activities to solve the energy crisis caused by our civilization, and it is certainly worthwhile to 

analyse the mechanical principles selected by nature. during a long evolutionary process, for efficient solar energy 

exploitation. Accordingly, in this review, only reactions that allow solar energy storage through water splitting will be 

discussed [2].Solar energy has already been tested in various greenhouses in Germany, especially for sludge management in 

the field of sewage sludge, for drying bare tick estate. This work favoured the drying of TiQ state using solar energy, and the 

recovery of Ammonia TiQ state from the liquid state of solar energy would Be an awesome possibility for all warm weather 

nations with 12 months-round solar radiation (Southern Mediterranean areas, Arabian Peninsula, equatorial and tropical 
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regions). Nations, which include Brazil and India) [3]. For large-scale conversion to solar power, large Spaces and financial 

costs are required, negative Thermal or electrical due to conversion efficiency (10%-30%) in forms. For example, less than 

one hundred m2 A circle of relatives with a photovoltaic roof, that is If well exposed (or open to the south), it is Less than 

50% of required strength in winter can provide. Especially the conversion of CO2 to methanol Solar Energy from a Scientific 

and Practical Perspective that conversion to methanol would be very difficult Those facts show that it is a photo editing 

system Due to low efficiency, with the help of loss is followed. The ability to choose. In fact, Photosynthesis technique is 

thermodynamically solid CO2 A more efficient processing and reduction of the molecule includes, however the proton 

Exchanges and hydrogenation reactions. sun Evolution of oxygen by electrolytic water oxidation Promotes protons and 

electrons creates, it produces hydrogen and ok for products with redox potential (i.e. sugars carbohydrates and lipids) reduces 

CO2 Specifically, this time in the chloroplast of a green plant causing two cyclic reactions. that is Chlorophyll pigment 

captures solar energy and then it is this Electricity is produced by ATP (adenosine-triphosphate) and NADPH (nicotinamide-

adenine-dinucleotide-phosphate) conserves the utilization of molecules, and Releases oxygen and protons Water separation 

technique [4].Solar strength is extensively to be had for diverse software Lighting fixtures, heating Aggregates, direct 

generation of energy and so on modules. An optical transfer is designed and developed of glass fiber ribbon 100% 

exploitation of energy in output to distribute by collected electricity. A realized switch is easy, reliable and notably efficient. 

The glass consists of a replicate installed on a rotating axis to redirect glass fiber has an elliptical form within the route 

perpendicular to the road and is chosen to deflect the accumulated sunlight [5].The existing sun power scenario in Saudi 

Arabia. It goals to file and speak the modern-day repute of sun electricity initiatives undertaken through diverse stakeholders 

in Saudi Arabia. Solar electricity task tasks undertaken to date in Saudi Arabia, its readiness and what it needs to achieve the 

huge sun power targets predicted by the government. The gift observes become advanced based on an exploratory method 

Regarding solar power development in Saudi Arabia of various stakeholders and agencies Based on secondary records [6]. 

Solar electricity in Algeria, can this strength be used in foreign alternate? This research looks at tries Potential of solar 

energy in Algeria to clarify, in addition maximum important ideas and packages of diagnosis and for export Discover 

possibilities Exploitation in terms of to do address the hassle of the studies in keeping with the previous scenario, it is going 

to be revealed In the following sections Section One Solar in Algeria Potential and factors of power. The second division 

National Council for Development of Renewable Energy Solar Energy Policies in Project (2011-2030) Third Section: Solar 

Energy Export Projects in Algeria [7].Solar power exploitation is offered together with their self-belief c program language 

period and sooner or later, the conclusions of the present paintings are drawn and the potential tendencies of the technique 

are proposed. Availability) and technical performance (PV gadget performance) [8]. Exploitation of sun energy to lessen 

PEC and GC guarantees an excellent level of pleasure from the general public attitude and the character. To this end, it's far 

critical intention of enhancing energy performance and Stability of building area. Italian officials present (ie, second half of 

2020) general have accepted subsidized insurance, which is Explored in paintings. of Public Grants Regulations aim to 

outline the importance with, the cases considered and investigated a similar analysis is conducted in the neighbourhood 

[9].Solar device set up faced many constraints; These include the guidelines in operation and modern status of diagnosed 

device, land use regulatory issues, time-ingesting bulk procurement utility strategies, etc. These are practical issues inside the 

improvement of solar strength programs at gift. With this in thoughts, implementation of sun electricity exploitation [10]. 

Solar electricity is anticipated to play a greater giant function within the been selected Detailed information on solar energy 

resources and opportunity strategies to provide an account. For this reason, engineers and an application and research for 

scientists an introductory historical past from attitude descriptive historical material with the aim of being able to obtain 

introduced. Low and high solar based on temperature lenders applications of power are given at the side of future research 

directions [11].Solar irradiance versions are a completely large venture for such programs, so controller pace becomes a fine 

component. The converter topology used is a fly back converter that adjusts the automobile [12]. Provides a strength 

evaluation emphasizing solar strength generation in Cyprus and the contribution of sun power to the island's power 

consumption. Cyprus' complete reliance on imported oil to satisfy its energy wishes, coupled with plentiful sun radiation and 

an excellent technological base, created favourable conditions for the exploitation and improvement of solar energy on the 

island. Cyprus started out generating sun water warmers within the a hundred thirty,000 solar water heaters are in operation, 

equivalent to nine% of the u .S .'s overall strength consumption; This is about four% of the countrywide energy consumption. 

However, the usage of solar electricity for area heating and cooling affords a in addition undertaking, as it isn't economically 

possible below the modern climatic situations and system layout practices In Cyprus. This paper is about strength 

requirement Provides statistical analysis and of a similar advance in solar energy Identifies areas era [13]. The Valence 

isomerization of organic compounds basically a solar powered garage Exploitation of systems is recent obtained huge 

interest. A solar power garage gadget is an efficient use of long-wavelength, i.e. low-strength light. We report our very own 

procedures to this hassle [14]. 

 

WPM method 
A weighted product version (WPM) is used to remedy the routing decision hassle. This proposed scheme considers a 

relational assessment system. The relaxation The paper follows Organized in Section III of the Application of in Section VI 

an assessment of the challenge is provided. section Related works are discussed in VII [15]. Weighted Product (WP) and 

Ideal Through solution (TOPSIS) etc. Order preference technique in decision making Used extensively to help There are two 

techniques. As studies in assessment the 2 techniques is not comprehensive, this observe goals to compare the 2 strategies by 

searching their complexity And in accuracy Their complexity size became achieved the usage of The complexity of the cycle 

and their accuracy Calculated based on error fee received. Product Model, or as it's miles known as WPM. The first step in 

WPM is primarily work Standards and weightage based on requirements Determine criteria. WPM stands for Decision 
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making described in sentences a couple of selection criteria. This result may be expressed in a matrix, in which every [16]. 

the primary mathematical operation involves a multiplication in preference to an addition. This method is a simple 

combination Same as weight (SAW). technique greater details about this method are given in MCDM e-book. Assume that a 

given MCDA problem is described in phrases of m options and n choice standards [17]. The Weighted Production Method 

(WPM) Added in 1922 via Bridgman has confirmed to be a totally reliable approach Select multiple criteria do and for three 

for more criteria Researched as much as a hundred standards, many researchers have pronounced a hit use of WPM. Solve 

multi-criteria choices together with selecting a boarding house, deciding on an appropriate diet [selecting an appropriate 

studying platform for detecting to cope with housing desire for individuals facing decision-making problems. The approach 

changed into calculated and carried out in an internet-based totally device. The principal goals of this look at are: To develop 

a domestic selection model using WPM, to calculate and sort advice values, implementing a selection assist device in an 

internet-primarily based environment [18].The weighted product approach is this version involves multiplication in 

preference to addition. Each opportunity is in comparison to the others through multiplying numerous ratios, a chief 

downside of the weighted product Systemic, for undesirable effects overstating the importance of the key Evaluates because 

it is any The last rating is also commendable Supports/fixes in opportunity with respect to a criterion. Is far from common 

[19]. The Weighted product (WP) method calls the normalization method Because of this approach each and evaluative 

effects of character multiplying. Multiplication consequences aren't meaningful unless they're compared (divided) by means 

of constant values. For benefit attributes Weight serves as a high-quality estimate multiplicative function, even as the value 

weight acts as a poor ranking [20]. A Converts each bid into an estimate to provide new scoring feature Weighted product 

method. Many Two types of types -characteristic bidding fashions are delivered based totally on that's the primary bidding 

design are classified into fashions. Finally, of our models by recognizing the assumptions the product-weighted technique is 

a way for fixing the FMADM problem. This method evaluates more than one alternative for of attributes or standards 

Synthesis, each characteristic Each is separate According to the weightless product approach, each characteristic score has to 

be raised to boost with its corresponding characteristic weights [21], the use of multiplicative techniques to mix the rating 

attributes. WPM research using excessive Spatial Resolution Remote Sensing Facts Land Sat types of sensors are very are 

important. photos along with MODIS. Nevertheless, the common unavailability of high-decision photographs is a 

proscribing element. The international locations wherein rigorous information required by means of METRIC or SEBAL can 

encourage WPM research the usage of remote sensing [22]. Heat-strong WPM and sufficient amounts of caseins, previously 

aggregated whey proteins, to completely cowl the floor of the fats droplet. These effects will make a contribution to the 

improvement of heats table whey protein rich emulsions. The proposed strategies provide better accuracy and faster 

computational performance while compared to different choice developing techniques. Useful for bauxite mining Proposed 

to determine mining approach Techniques are provided. The results of these techniques with methods used in previous 

studies are compared. Regular cut and fill The approach is maximally appropriate The results show that the mining method 

[23].WPM inside lipid Droplet surface after emulsion formation The composition is now determined, and of emulsions at 

one hundred and twenty C thermal stability vision and evaluated microscopically. WPM temperature is consistent in the 

course of the non-stop section of emulsification, however because of fast gelation of emulsions. In warm emulsions, fats 

droplets appeared to be attached via WPM [24]. Caseins in contrast to WPM in lipid droplet ground Because the heat balance 

of the emulsion is low and Restore in excess whey protein concentrates allowed. This study, heat-stable whey protein Mixing 

the rich broths together shows that it is very possible [25]. 

 

Analysis and Discussion 

 
TABLE 1.  Solar energy exploitation 

 

permeation 

characteristics 

geometrical 

properties 

climatological 

characteristics 

systems 

characteristics 

Solar Energy 

Exploitation 1 46.36 150.63 35.63 48.96 

Solar Energy 

Exploitation 2 36.45 142.97 33.69 36.45 

Solar Energy 

Exploitation 3 30.15 130.46 38.65 43.78 

Solar Energy 

Exploitation 4 37.63 145.46 40.32 35.63 

Solar Energy 

Exploitation 5 35.63 186.41 46.56 33.48 

 

Table 1 shows the Solar energy exploitation for weighted product model.permeation characteristics, geometrical properties, 

climatological characteristics, systems characteristics.Figure 1. Solar energy exploitation inSolar Energy Exploitation 1, 

Solar Energy Exploitation 2, Solar Energy Exploitation 3, Solar Energy Exploitation 4, Solar Energy Exploitation 5From the 

figure 1 and table 1 it is seen that Solar Energy Exploitation 1is showing the Highest Value for permeation characteristics 

and Solar Energy Exploitation 3 is showing the lowest value.Solar Energy Exploitation 5 is showing the Highest Value for 

geometrical propertiesandSolar Energy Exploitation 3 is showing the Lower value. Solar Energy Exploitation 5 is showing 

the Highest Value for climatological characteristics andSolar Energy Exploitation 2 is showing the lowest value.Solar 
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Energy Exploitation 1is showing the Highest Value for systems characteristics andSolar Energy Exploitation 5 is showing 

the lowest value. 

 
FIGURE1. Solar Energy Exploitation 

 
TABLE 2. Performance value  

 

Performance value 

Solar Energy Exploitation 1 1.00000 0.80806 0.94555 0.68382 

Solar Energy Exploitation 2 0.78624 0.76697 1.00000 0.91852 

Solar Energy Exploitation 3 0.65035 0.69986 0.87167 0.76473 

Solar Energy Exploitation 4 0.81169 0.78032 0.83557 0.93966 

Solar Energy Exploitation 5 0.76855 1.00000 0.72358 1.00000 

 

Table 2 shows the performance value forSolar Energy Exploitation.  permeation characteristics, geometrical properties, 

climatological characteristics, systems characteristics. And Solar Energy Exploitation 1, Solar Energy Exploitation 2, Solar 

Energy Exploitation 3, Solar Energy Exploitation 4, Solar Energy Exploitation 5 it is also Maximum and Minimum value. 

 

 

 
FIGURE 2. Performance value 

 

Figure 2 shows the performance value forSolar Energy Exploitation.  permeation characteristics, geometrical properties, 

climatological characteristics, systems characteristics. And Solar Energy Exploitation 1, Solar Energy Exploitation 2, Solar 

Energy Exploitation 3, Solar Energy Exploitation 4, Solar Energy Exploitation 5 it is also Maximum and Minimum value. 
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TABLE 3. Weightages 

Weightages 

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

 

Table 3 shows the Weightages used for the analysis. We taken same weights for all the parameters for the analysis 

 
TABLE 4. Weighted Normalized Decision Matrix 

Weighted normalized decision matrix 

1.00000 0.94811 0.98610 0.90936 

0.94165 0.93582 1.00000 0.97898 

0.89802 0.91464 0.96625 0.93514 

0.94918 0.93987 0.95608 0.98456 

0.93631 1.00000 0.92230 1.00000 

 

Table 4 shows the Weighted Normalized Decision Matrix. permeation characteristics, geometrical properties, climatological 

characteristics, systems characteristics. And Solar Energy Exploitation 1, Solar Energy Exploitation 2, Solar Energy 

Exploitation 3, Solar Energy Exploitation 4, Solar Energy Exploitation 5it is also Weighted Normalized Decision Matrix 

value. 

 

 
FIGURE 3. Weighted normalized decision matrix 

 

Figure 3shows the Weighted Normalized Decision Matrix. permeation characteristics, geometrical properties, climatological 

characteristics, systems characteristics. And Solar Energy Exploitation 1, Solar Energy Exploitation 2, Solar Energy 

Exploitation 3, Solar Energy Exploitation 4, Solar Energy Exploitation 5 it is also Weighted Normalized Decision Matrix 

value. 

 
TABLE 5. Result of Final Preference score and Rank 

 
Preference Score Rank 

Solar Energy Exploitation 1 0.85019 3 

Solar Energy Exploitation 2 0.86269 2 

Solar Energy Exploitation 3 0.74217 5 

Solar Energy Exploitation 4 0.83976 4 

Solar Energy Exploitation 5 0.86356 1 

 

Table 5 shows the Result of Final Preference score and Rank of WPM for Solar Energy Exploitation. Preference scoreSolar 

Energy Exploitation 5 is showing the highest value for preference score and Solar EnergyExploitation 3is showing the lowest 

value. 
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FIGURE 4. Preference Score 

 

Figure 4 shows the preferenceScore for Solar Energy Exploitation 5 is showing the highest value for preference score and 

Solar Energy   Exploitation 3is showing the lowest value. 

 

 
FIGURE 5. Shown the Rank 

 

Figure 5 Shows the Ranking ofSolar Energy Exploitation. Solar Energy Exploitation 5 is got the first rank whereas is the 

Solar Energy Exploitation 3 the Lowest rank. 

 

Conclusion 
Solar energy exploitation has been explored to aid in the Reverse osmosis (RO) desalinates seawater Function of plants. A 

hybrid solar Designed to provide assistance steam bicycle stem paintings required to power the RO plant excessive stress 

pump. Two issues are analysed. The layout hassle lies in determining the most useful plant characteristics for specific 

potential levels and membrane volumes for distinct websites and sun system length. Operational factors of already 

established solar-assisted desalination flora had been additionally studied on the subject of plant performance and nearby 

climatic peculiarities This proposed scheme assumes a relational evaluation method. The multi-criteria decision model 

discussed in Section IV of relaxation is proposed and organized in Section III of the application of calculation of weights. 

Implementation of the TinyOS initiative is presented in Section V and an assessment of the challenge in Section VI. The 

work related to the division is discussed. This paper is a weighted formulation Make routing decisions to solve the problem 

which is modelled (WPM). This proposed scheme considers appropriate evaluation method for Solar Energy Exploitation 1, 

Solar Energy Exploitation 2, Solar Energy Exploitation 3, Solar Energy Exploitation 4, and Solar Energy Exploitation 5. 

Penetration characteristics, geometrical characteristics, climatic characteristics, systems characteristics and evaluation 

parameters in solar energy exploitation 5 are ranked first, while solar energy exploitation 3 is ranked lowest. 
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